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Abstract—A novel photonic cross-connect (PXC) configuration with cyclic multiplexers and demultiplexers (DMUXs) is proposed for realizing dynamic switching and transparent add–drop in waveband dense wavelength-division-multiplexed networks. The PXC architecture allows for a flexible operation while maintaining low optical losses for express wavebands and add–drop wavelengths. The drop functionality of this architecture is demonstrated using an integrated cyclic optical DMUX and four 10-Gb/s PIN receivers with an average receiver sensitivity of $-34$ dBm as a compact and cost-effective solution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

GROUPING of adjacent wavelengths into wavebands has recently attracted a lot of interest in realizing optically transparent dense wavelength-division-multiplexed (DWDM) networks that employ photonic cross-connects (PXC) [1]–[7]. The main physical characteristics of waveband nodes are a low port count PXC with band-level optical multiplexers (MUXs) and demultiplexers (DMUXs) as well as limited filtering for wavelength-granular add–drop, regeneration, and switching [5], [6]. At the expense of a loss of wavelength in the guard bandwidth between wavebands and a reduced dynamic wavelength-granular network characteristic, express wavelengths in waveband DWDM networks experience low insertion losses and channel passband narrowing, which improves the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) and, therefore, allow for longer optical transparency distances [4].

The waveband PXC system configuration with its switching and add–drop functionalities strongly depends on the architecture of the waveband DWDM network. The network can be configured such that each waveband strictly consists of a group of wavelengths that share the same add–drop nodes where wavelength granularity is required, which effectively simulates a time-division-multiplexed signal of the same capacity [3]. The network can also be realized by additionally grouping wavelengths that share a common intermediate path within the network without having to share the same add–drop nodes [5]. In comparison to the point-to-point waveband architecture, this architecture requires a limited amount of wavelength switching at specific express sites, which necessitates a multigranular or hierarchical PXC configuration.

Multigranular PXCs have been proposed and realized by using three separate space switches for fiber, waveband, and wavelength switching [1], [5], while more recently a single PXC system with concurrent fiber, waveband, and wavelength switching was proposed [6]. However, both PXC configurations are based on fixed wavelength-selective MUX–DMUXs. In this letter, we present a novel PXC configuration using cyclic (or transparent) MUX–DMUXs for wavelength switching and add–drop functionalities, which increases the flexibility, dynamics, and upgradability of the PXC. We also demonstrate the use of an integrated cyclic optical DMUX with four 10-Gb/s PIN receivers as the drop element of this PXC in waveband DWDM networks.

II. TRANSPARENT WAVEBAND ADD–DROP AND DYNAMIC SWITCHING

Fig. 1(a) shows the multilevel PXC configuration with three separate space switches for fiber, waveband, and wavelength switching (Architecture I) [5], and Fig. 1(b) shows the multigranular PXC configuration with a single switching system (Architecture II) [6]. In terms of optical transport, while the former multilevel configuration requires three switch transitions for wavelength switching (ignoring the fiber switching stage), the latter single-switch configuration has the advantage
of reduced optical losses for both switched and add–docked wavelengths, as the signals need to traverse the optical switch only once. However, Architecture II requires prior knowledge of the wavelengths that need to be switched and add–docked by placing fixed wavelength-selective filters in conjunction with the band filters. Hence, the flexibility and dynamics of this PXC node is limited as future network demands change, such as routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) processes, leading to potential service interruption to accommodate additional wavelength switching and drop upgrades. On the other hand, this issue is resolved in the multilevel switch configuration as additional wavelength MUX–DMUX can be added without affecting the current service. However, the use of fixed wavelength-selective filters in both of these systems still limits the dynamics and flexibility of the PXC.

Fig. 2 shows the proposed PXC configuration based on a single switch and cyclic wavelength MUX and DMUXs placed at the add–drop sides of the PXC (Architecture III). A cyclic DMUX is an interleaver that has a periodic passband for each output port, which allows for the demultiplexing of any waveband into individual wavelengths using the same DMUX. In the proposed PXC node, incoming DWDM channels are separated into wavebands by using a band DMUX whose outputs are directly fed into the switch. In the case of the point-to-point waveband network architecture, any of the wavebands can be dropped by traversing the switch only once, and then demultiplexed into wavelengths using the cyclic DMUX. Table I compares the three waveband PXC architectures from a functionality perspective. Since a cyclic DMUX can accommodate any of the wavebands transparently over a broad optical bandwidth, such as an array waveguide grating (AWG)-based DMUX for both the C- and L-bands, at any given time for changing traffic requests and RWA processes, the proposed Architecture III provides dynamic add–drop using a minimum number of wavelength DMUX stages. In comparison, Architectures I and II need to provide each wavelength MUX–DMUX per waveband, even if unused, to be able to provide the same dynamic functionality. Architecture II is also limited to accommodating either the waveband express or its wavelength tributaries at a time, but not concurrently. In contrast, Architectures I and III both allow for the rapid provisioning of wavebands from express wavebands to wavelength-granular add–drops (and vice versa) assuming the necessary wavelength filters are present, although Architecture III provides this capability at a lower initial cost. Furthermore, upgrading an active express waveband to wavelength drop can easily be implemented without disrupting the traffic only in Architectures I and III. On the add port, a similar dynamic and flexible functionality is also achieved using tunable lasers with cyclic MUXs. If the network architecture additionally requires express wavelength switching at the PXC node, cyclic MUX–DMUXs that are routed back to different input–output PXC ports can be added to allow for the transparent wavelength switching of any waveband by crossing the PXC three times, as shown in Fig. 2.

### III. Optical Transport Characteristics

It is essential from an OSNR perspective that the proposed cyclic MUX–DMUX waveband PXC architecture does not introduce excess loss. Table II compares the optical path losses for waveband express–switching, wavelength add–drop, and switching for the three architectures. The proposed Architecture III maintains the same optical loss for the waveband express–switching paths, and the wavelength add–drop losses are favorably low as in Architecture II while still maintaining the flexibility of Architecture I. As in Architecture I, the wavelength switching paths, which occur less frequently, require optical amplification to overcome the optical loss. By integrating the band MUX–DMUX with the optical switch, Architectures I and III have the potential to reduce the optical losses as well as providing a compact switching configuration as additional wavelength MUX–DMUX stages. In comparison, Architectures I and II need to provide each wavelength MUX–DMUX per waveband, even if unused, to be able to provide the same dynamic functionality. Architecture II is also limited to accommodating either the waveband express or its wavelength tributaries at a time, but not

![Fig. 2: Proposed waveband PXC configuration using cyclic MUX–DMUX and a single switching stage for add–drop and switching of wavelengths (Architecture III). Fiber switching is not shown as it can be implemented in either Architecture I or II formats. CW: cyclic wavelength.](image-url)

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionality and Characteristics</th>
<th>Architecture I</th>
<th>Architecture II</th>
<th>Architecture III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength-MUX/DMUX Type</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Cyclic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWA Process Flexibility</td>
<td>Flexible</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Flexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade a Band Express to Wavelength-Granular Add/Drop</td>
<td>Non-disruptive</td>
<td>Disruptive</td>
<td>Non-disruptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength Add/Drop Loss</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of Band MUX/DMUX with Optical Switch</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of Wavelength MUX (DMUX) with Transmitters (Receivers)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optical Path in PXC</th>
<th>Architecture I</th>
<th>Architecture II</th>
<th>Architecture III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waveband Switch/Express</td>
<td>13 dB</td>
<td>13 dB</td>
<td>13 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength Add/Drop</td>
<td>15 dB</td>
<td>12 dB</td>
<td>12 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength Switch</td>
<td>27 dB</td>
<td>21 dB</td>
<td>27 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
stage. The optical losses for the add–drop wavelengths can be further reduced in Architecture III since the wavelength MUX–DMUX placement allows for a compact and cost-effective monolithic integration with the transmitters and receivers, respectively. This integrated drop concept of the proposed PXC node was demonstrated using a commercially available cyclic AWG-based DMUX integrated with four 10-Gb/s PIN receivers on a single chip (multiwavelength receiver from ASIP, Inc.) [8]. This experimental demonstration not only characterizes the performance of the integrated cyclic DMUX receiver for our proposed architecture, but also simulates a static four-channel add–drop scenario. The 1.5-dB optical bandwidth of the DMUX is 22 GHz with channel spacing of 100 GHz and a crosstalk suppression of better than 20 dB while the typical responsivity of the receivers is about 0.8 A/W.

The experimental setup [Fig. 3(a)] consists of four tunable lasers that are combined using 3-dB couplers into a LiNbO₃ modulator, which is then modulated by a 10-Gb/s 2²³−1 pseudorandom binary sequence electrical signal. The four-channel optical signal is then optically preamplified with an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) before it is inserted into a 4-nm-wide fiber amplifier (EDFA) before it is inserted into a 4-nm-wide optical filter and the attenuator simulate the 4-skip-1 band. The optical filter and the attenuator follow a 3-dB optical attenuator. The optical filter and the attenuator simulate the 4-skip-1 band filter. ATT: optical attenuator; RX: integrated DMUX and PIN receiver.

Fig. 3. (a) Experimental setup for testing the integrated cyclic DMUX receiver. TX: tunable laser. LN: modulator. OA: optical amplifier. TBF: tunable band filter. ATT: optical attenuator. RX: integrated DMUX and PIN receiver. OSA: optical spectrum analyzer. (b) Optical spectra (measured after the preamplifier EDFA) and receiver sensitivities at a BER of 10⁻⁹ for all wavebands in the C-band.

wavebands [Fig. 3(b)]. Fig. 4 shows the BER measurements and the four eye diagrams corresponding to the individual channels of the first waveband. No error floor is observed and all channels exhibit clear eye openings.

IV. CONCLUSION

A novel PXC node configuration with cyclic MUX–DMUXs was presented for waveband DWDM networks. The use of cyclic MUX–DMUXs gives the PXC dynamic transparency and flexibility for varying traffic requests and future upgrades. An integrated DMUX with four PIN receivers and an average receiver sensitivity of −34 dBm was also demonstrated as a compact and cost-effective drop element especially suited for this PXC architecture.
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